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Let B denote a Banach space with norm || -|| and Y the Banach

space of all continuous functions y on [0, 1 ] to B with norm | • |

defined by \y\ = sup»e(o,i)||y(/)||. Further, let X be a subset of Y for

which it is true that x, yEX and x(ta)=y(0) implies u defined by

u(t) =x(t) for IE [0, t0] and u(t) =y(t-ta) for IE [to, l] is in X.

Theorem. If T is a continuous mapping of X into X (x—*Tx) the

range of which is compact and for which

(i)  3 a constant function uEX^(Tu)(0)=u(0) and

(ii) x, yEX and x(t)=y(t)   V/£[0, /0], 0</0 = l, implies  Tx(t)

= Ty(t) V/£[0, t0], then 3xEX3Tx = x and x(0)=u(0).

The proof is an adaptation of an existence proof for ordinary differ-

ential equations due to Caratheodory [l] (see also [2]). Note that it

does not require that the domain of T be convex as does the Schauder-

Tychonoff fixed point theorem [4].

Proof. Let n denote any positive integer ^ 2. Set x„i = u and then

define for j = 2, 3, •••,«, in succession,

xm(l) = «(0), / E [0, \/n],

= Txni-i(t - 1/n),       t E [1/w, 1].

Note thatxnjEXior each/. Note further thatxn2(t) =xni(t),tE[0,1/n],

and hence by induction that xnn(t)=xnn^i(t),tE[0,(n — l)/n]. From

this then, x„„=x„ is such that

xn(t) = «(0), i E [0, 1/n],

= Txn(t - 1/n),       t E [1/n, l].

The sequence Tx„ so constructed contains a subsequence Txnk which

converges to some xEX and which, by Ascoli's theorem [3], is equi-

continuous. It follows in turn from (1) that the sequence x„k is equi-

continuous. To complete the proof it suffices to show xnk(t)—*x(t) in

B. For then the sequence x„k is compact, again by Ascoli's theorem,

so that xnk-^x; hence Txnk-^Tx, which together with Tx„k—+x yields

Tx — x. That indeed xnk(t)—>x(t) is immediate from the fact that

*n*(0) =«(0) =x(0) and that, for MO and sufficiently large k,
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lk»(0 - *(0|| - ||r*w,« - i/ni) - x(t)\\
£ \\Txnt(t - 1/ni) - Txat(t)\\ + ||FxBi(0 - x(/)||.
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